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The pursuit of ever more precise measures of time and frequency motivates redefinition of the second in terms of an optical atomic transition. To ensure continuity with the current definition, based on the microwave hyperfine transition in $^{133}\text{Cs}$, it is necessary to measure the absolute frequency of candidate optical standards relative to primary cesium references. Armed with independent measurements, a stringent test of optical clocks can be made by comparing ratios of absolute frequency measurements against optical frequency ratios measured via direct optical comparison. Here we measure the $^1S_0 \rightarrow ^3P_0$ transition of $^{171}\text{Yb}$ using satellite time and frequency transfer to compare the clock frequency to an international collection of national primary and secondary frequency standards. Our measurements consist of 79 runs spanning eight months, yielding the absolute frequency to be $518 \, 295 \, 836 \, 590 \, 863.71(11)$ Hz and corresponding to a fractional uncertainty of $2.1 \times 10^{-16}$. This absolute frequency measurement, the most accurate reported for any transition, allows us to close the Cs-Yb-Sr-Cs frequency measurement loop at an uncertainty $<3 \times 10^{-16}$, limited for the first time by the current realization of the second in the International System of Units (SI). Doing so represents a key step towards an optical definition of the SI second, as well as future optical time scales and applications. Furthermore, these high accuracy measurements distributed over eight months are analyzed to tighten the constraints on variation of the electron-to-proton mass ratio, $\mu = m_e/m_p$. Taken together with past Yb and Sr absolute frequency measurements, we infer new bounds on the coupling coefficient to gravitational potential of $k_\mu = (-1.9 \pm 9.4) \times 10^{-7}$ and a drift with respect to time of $\dot{k}_\mu = (5.3 \pm 6.5) \times 10^{-17}/\text{yr}$. © 2019 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. INTRODUCTION
Since the first observation of the 9.2 GHz hyperfine transition of $^{133}\text{Cs}$, it was speculated that atomic clocks could outperform any conventional frequency reference, due to their much higher oscillation frequency and the fundamental indistinguishability of atoms [1]. Indeed, Harold Lyons’ 1952 prediction that “an accuracy of one part in ten billion may be achieved” has been surpassed one million-fold by atomic fountain clocks with systematic uncertainties of a few parts in $10^{16}$ [2]. The precision of atomic frequency measurements motivated the 1967 redefinition of the second in the International System of Units (SI), making time the first quantity to be based upon the principles of nature, rather than upon a physical artifact [3]. The superior performance of atomic clocks has found numerous applications, most notably enabling global navigation satellite systems (GNSS), where atomic clocks ensure precise time delay measurements that can be transformed into position measurements [4].

Microwave atomic fountain clocks exhibit a quality factor on the order of $10^{16}$, and the current generation can determine the line center at $10^{-6}$ of the linewidth. This, along with a careful accounting of all systematic biases, leads to an uncertainty of several parts in $10^{16}$, i.e., the SI limit. Significant improvement of microwave standards is considered unrealistic; however, progress has been realized utilizing optical transitions, where the higher quality factor of approximately $10^{15}$ allows many orders of magnitude improvement [5,6]. For example, a recent demonstration of two ytterbium optical lattice clocks at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) found instability, systematic
uncertainty, and reproducibility at the $1 \times 10^{-18}$ level or better, thus outperforming the current realization of the second by a factor of $>100$ [7]. The superior performance of optical clocks motivates current exploratory work aimed at incorporating optical frequency standards into existing time scales [8–13]. Furthermore, for the first time, the gravitational sensitivity of these clocks surpasses state-of-the-art geodetic techniques and promises to find application in the nascent field of chronometric leveling [14]. Optical frequency references could potentially be standards not only of time, but of space-time.

Towards the goal of the eventual redefinition of the SI unit of time based on an optical atomic transition, the International Committee for Weights and Measures (CIPM) in 2006 defined secondary representations of the second so that other transitions could contribute to the realization of the SI second, albeit with an uncertainty limited at or above that of cesium (Cs) standards [15]. Optical transitions designated as secondary representations (eight at the time of this writing) represent viable candidates for a future redefinition to an optical second, and the CIPM has established milestones that must be accomplished before adopting a redefinition [16]. Two key milestones are absolute frequency measurements limited by the $\approx 10^{-16}$ performance of Cs, in order to ensure continuity between the present and new definitions, and frequency ratio measurements between different optical standards, with uncertainty significantly better than $10^{-16}$. These two milestones together enable a key consistency check: it should be possible to compare a frequency ratio derived from absolute frequency measurements to an optically measured ratio with an inaccuracy limited by the systematic uncertainty of state-of-the-art Cs fountain clocks. Here we present a measurement of the $^{171}$Yb absolute frequency that allows a “loop closure” consistent with zero at $2.4 \times 10^{-16}$, i.e., at an uncertainty that reaches the limit given by the current realization of the SI second.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SCHEME

This work makes use of the 578 nm $^{1}S_{0} \rightarrow ^{3}P_{0}$ transition of neutral $^{171}$Yb atoms trapped in the Lamb–Dicke regime of an optical lattice at the operational magic wavelength [17,18]. The atomic system is identical to that described in Ref. [7] and has a systematic uncertainty of $1.4 \times 10^{-18}$. We note that only two effects (blackbody radiation shift and second-order Zeeman effect) could affect the measured transition frequency at a level that is relevant for the $10^{-16}$ uncertainties of the present measurement. Several improvements have reduced the need to optimize experimental operation by reducing the need for human intervention. A digital acquisition system is used to monitor several experimental parameters. If any of these leaves the nominal range, data are automatically flagged to be discarded in data processing. An algorithm for automatically reacquiring the frequency lock for the lattice laser was employed. With these improvements, an average uptime of 75% per run was obtained during the course of 79 separate runs of average duration of 4.9 h, distributed over eight months (November 2017 to June 2018).

The experimental setup is displayed in Fig. 1. A quantum-dot laser at 1156 nm is frequency-doubled and used to excite the 578 nm clock transition in a spin-polarized, sideband-cooled atomic ensemble trapped in an optical lattice. Laser light resonant with the dipole-allowed $^{1}S_{0} \rightarrow ^{3}P_{1}$ transition at 399 nm is used to destructively detect atomic population, and this signal is integrated to apply corrections of the 1156 nm laser frequency so as to stay resonant with the ultranarrow clock line. Some of this atom-stabilized 1156 nm light is sent, via a phase-noise-canceled optical fiber, to an octave-spanning, self-referenced Ti:sapphire frequency comb [19,20], where the optical frequency is divided down to $f_{rep} = 1 \text{ GHz} - \Delta$. This microwave frequency is mixed with a hydrogen maser (labeled here ST15), multiplied to a nominal 1 GHz, and the resultant $\Delta \approx 300 \text{ kHz}$ heterodyne beat note is counted.

Fig. 1. Experimental setup of the Yb optical lattice standard. A counter or SDR measures the beat note between $f_{rep}$ and the nominal 1 GHz reference derived from hydrogen maser ST15. The frequency of ST15 is compared by the NIST TSMS to that of two maser time scales—AT1E (blue) and AT1 (orange); see Supplement 1. These time scales utilize the same masers (approximately eight, including ST15) but differ in the statistical weight given to each maser [21]. The frequency of AT1 is sent to a central hub (the “star topology” used in TAI computations) via the TWGPPP protocol [22]. The measurements are then sent from the hub to the BIPM by an internet connection, and the BIPM publishes data allowing a comparison of AT1 against PSFS, composed of $k$ separate clocks in different National Metrological Institutes (NMI’s), where $k$ varies from five to eight during the measurements.
The act of dividing the optical frequency down to 1 GHz may introduce systematic errors. Optical frequency synthesis introduces uncertainty that has been assessed through optical-optical comparisons to be well below $10^{-19}$, insignificant for the present experiment [23,24]. However, for the present optical-microwave comparison, technical sources of error arising from the microwave setup may lead to inaccuracy greater by orders of magnitude. The nominal 10 MHz maser signal is multiplied by 100, to 1 GHz, by means of a frequency multiplier based on a phase-locked-loop. Electronic synthesis uncertainty is assessed by homodyne detection of the maser signal mixed with a 10 MHz signal generated by a direct digital synthesizer referenced to the 1 GHz signal.

Electronic synthesis is found to contribute errors no larger than $3 \times 10^{-17}$. Another source of uncertainty arises from counting error. The first half of the data set is obtained using a 10-second-gated commercial frequency counter to count the heterodyne beat note. Counting error is assessed by measuring the 10 MHz maser signal, also used as the counter external reference. This counting error contributes an uncertainty of as much as $6 \times 10^{-14}$ of $\Delta$, leading to an error of $<2 \times 10^{-17}$ on $f_{rep}$, and thus also on the optical frequency. The second half of the data set is obtained by replacing the counter with a software-defined radio (SDR) in two-channel differential mode [25]. The SDR phase continuously measured the frequency once per second with zero dead time. The hardware acquisition rate and effective (software digital filter) noise bandwidth were 1 MHz and 50 Hz, respectively. For all run durations the counting error of the SDR is $<1 \times 10^{-17}$ of $f_{rep}$.

After the optical signal is downconverted and compared to the hydrogen maser ST15, the comb equation is used to determine a normalized frequency difference between the Yb optical standard and the maser, $y_{Yb-ST15}$. Throughout this work, we express normalized frequency differences between frequency standards A and B as follows:

$$y(A - B) \equiv y_A(t) - y_B(t) = \frac{\nu_A^{act} - \nu_B^{act}}{\nu_A^{act}} \approx \nu_A^{nom} / \nu_B^{nom} - 1,$$

where $\nu_A^{act(nom)}$ is the actual (nominal) frequency of standard X, and the approximation is valid in the limit $(\nu_A^{act} - \nu_B^{act})/\nu_B^{nom} \ll 1$, a well-founded assumption throughout this work.

In the definition of $y_{Yb-ST15}$, $\nu_{Yb}^{nom} = \nu_{Yb}^{act}$, which is the 2017 CIPM recommended frequency of the Yb clock transition ($16$ Hz) is the 2017 CIPM recommended frequency for the Yb clock transition [16] and $\nu_{ST15}^{nom} = 10$ MHz. The NIST time scale measurement system (TSMS) is used to transfer the frequency difference, $y_{Yb-ST15}$, from maser ST15 to a local maser time scale, labeled AT1E, which is significantly stabler than ST15. The time scale serves as a flywheel oscillator for a comparison to an average of primary and secondary frequency standards (PSFS), which the International Bureau of Weights and Measures (BIPM) publishes with a resolution of one month in Circular T [26]. The dead time uncertainty [27] associated with intermittent operation of the optical standard is comprehensively evaluated in Part A of Supplement 1 and amounts to the largest source of statistical uncertainty; see Table 1. The maser time scale frequency is transmitted to the BIPM via the hybrid Two-Way Satellite Time and Frequency Transfer/GPS Precise Point Positioning (TWGPPP) frequency transfer protocol [22], and the frequency transfer uncertainty is the second largest source of statistical uncertainty. The transfer process from the local maser scale to PSFS is described in Part B of Supplement 1. The frequency transfer processes from ST15 to the local maser time scale and finally to PSFS are continuously operating, thus transferring the frequencies between the standards with no dead time. However, the comparison data are published by the BIPM on a grid roughly corresponding to a month (with duration of 25, 30, or 35 days).

### 3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

We made 79 measurements over the course of eight months, for a total measurement interval of 12.1 days, or a 4.9% effective duty cycle. The weighted mean of the eight monthly values, $y_m(Yb-PSFS)$, gives a value for the total normalized frequency difference obtained from these measurements, $y_T(Yb-PSFS)$ and its associated uncertainty. The statistical (type A) and systematic (type B) uncertainties are accounted for in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Uncertainty Budget of the Eight-Month Campaign for the Absolute Frequency Measurement of the $^{171}$Yb Clock Transition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty ($10^{-16}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type A uncertainty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dead time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yb-maser comparison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time scale measurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSFS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total type A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency comb type B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical synthesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic synthesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter/SDR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total comb type B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSFS type B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yb type B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relativistic redshift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Data for March 2018 are shown as an example of one month’s data.
with the PSFS ensemble, as compared with any single Cs time scale against PSFS are published on a very coarse grid. On run time. Furthermore, it is necessary to correctly account for the averaged absolute frequency measurements. The optical ratio measurement (dark green) appears as a line in this parameter-space, with the shaded region representing the uncertainty of the ratio. Frequency ratios derived from absolute frequencies agree well with ratios measured optically.

Yb and Sr frequency, offset from the CIPM 2017 recommended values, parametrically plotted against each other. The error bars are the statistically significant frequency drift. Due to the unavailability of a local Cs primary frequency reference without one. This mode of operation limits the achievable instability—with a local Cs fountain clock and a low-instability microwave oscillator, it is possible to achieve type A uncertainties during this period, these measurements were performed with a local Cs fountain clock and a low-instability microwave oscillator. It is desirable to establish the consistency of frequency ratios determined through direct comparisons and through absolute frequency measurements. For absolute frequencies, the CIPM recommended values are based upon a least-squares algorithm that takes as inputs both absolute frequency measurements, as well as optical ratio measurements [16,39]. To establish the consistency between absolute frequency measurements and direct optical ratio measurements, we determine average frequencies only from the former, as a weighted average of all previous measurements. If \( \chi^2_{\text{red}} > 1 \), we expand the uncertainty of the mean by \( \sqrt{\chi^2_{\text{red}}} \). For the Yb frequency, we determine a weighted average of the present work and six previous measurements [18,34–38], \( \nu_{\text{Yb}}^{\text{avg}} = 518.295.836.590.863.714(98) \text{ Hz} \), with \( \chi^2_{\text{red}} = 0.85 \). For the Sr frequency, we likewise determine a weighted average of 17 previous measurements [9,10,40–54], \( \nu_{\text{Sr}}^{\text{avg}} = 429.228.004.229.873.055(58) \text{ Hz} \), with \( \chi^2_{\text{red}} = 0.57 \).

A frequency ratio can also be determined directly from optical frequency ratio measurements. From a weighted average of six optical ratio measurements [55–60], we determine \( R_{\text{opt}}^{\text{avg}} = 1.207.507.039.343.337.86(28) \). A frequency ratio can also be determined directly from optical frequency ratio measurements. From a weighted average of six optical ratio measurements [55–60], we determine \( R_{\text{opt}}^{\text{avg}} = 1.207.507.039.343.337.86(28) \). All three averages exhibit a \( \chi^2_{\text{red}} \) close to 1, indicating that the scatter is mostly consistent with the stated uncertainties; only the uncertainty of optical ratios is rescaled, and that only modestly. We therefore determine a loop misclosure of \( (R_{\text{obs}} - R_{\text{opt}})/R = (0.8 \pm 2.4 \times 10^{-16}) \), indicating consistency between the optical and microwave scales at a level that is limited only by the uncertainties of Cs clocks. This agreement is demonstrated graphically in Fig. 3. We emphasize that each of the three legs of the loop—Yb absolute frequency, Sr absolute frequency, and

---

**Fig. 2.** Absolute frequency measurements of the \( ^1S_0 \leftrightarrow ^3P_0 \) transition frequency measured by four different laboratories: NIST (blue) [18], National Metrological Institute of Japan (red) [34,35], the Korea Research Institute of Standards and Science (green) [36,37], and the Istituto Nazionale di Ricerca Metrologica (purple) [38]. The light-blue points in the inset represent the eight monthly values reported in this work, \( \nu_m(\text{Yb-PSFS}) \), and the final dark blue point represents \( \nu_m(\text{Yb-PSFS}) \). The yellow shaded region represents the 2017 CIPM recommended frequency and uncertainty. The inset shows a sinusoidal fit of the coupling parameter to gravitational potential for measurements of the frequency ratio between Yb and Cs between November 2017 and June 2018. The red shaded region in the inset represents 1σ uncertainty in the fit function.

---

**Fig. 3.** Graphical representation of the agreement between frequency ratios derived from absolute frequency measurements of \( ^{171}\text{Yb} \) and \( ^{87}\text{Sr} \) and direct optical measurements. (a) Schematic of the Cs-Yb-Sr-Cs loop that is examined. The central number is the misclosure, as parts in \( 10^{-16} \). (b) Average Yb and Sr frequency, offset from the CIPM 2017 recommended values, parametrically plotted against each other. The error bars are the 1σ uncertainty in the averaged absolute frequency measurements. The optical ratio measurement (dark green) appears as a line in this parameter-space, with the shaded region representing the uncertainty of the ratio. Frequency ratios derived from absolute frequencies agree well with ratios measured optically.
Yb/Sr ratio—feature different measurements performed at multiple laboratories across the world and are thus largely uncorrelated to each other.

4. NEW LIMITS ON COUPLING OF $m_o/m_p$ TO GRAVITATIONAL POTENTIAL

Many beyond-Standard-Model theories require that parameters traditionally considered fundamental constants may vary across time and space [61]. This hypothesized variation is detectable by looking for a change in the frequency ratio of two different types of atomic clock [62]. We analyze our eight-month frequency comparison data to place bounds upon a possible coupling of the measured Yb/Cs frequency ratio to the gravitational potential of the Sun. We fit our data to $y(\text{Yb-PSFS}) = A \cos(2\pi(t - t_0)/1 \text{yr}) + y_0$, where $A$ and $y_0$ are free parameters, $t$ is the median date for each of the eight months, $t_0$ is the date of the 2018 perihelion, and 1 yr $= 365.26$ days is the mean length of the anomalistic year. From our data, we determine the yearly variation of the Yb/Cs ratio, $A_{\text{Yb,Cs}} = (-1.3 \pm 2.3) \times 10^{-6}$, see the inset to Fig. 2. The amplitude of the annual variation of the gravitational potential is $\Delta \Phi = (\Phi_{\text{max}} - \Phi_{\text{min}})/2 \approx (1.65 \times 10^{-10})c^2$, where $c$ is the speed of light in vacuum. Therefore, the coupling of the Yb/Cs ratio to gravitational potential is given by $\beta_{\text{Yb,Cs}} = A_{\text{Yb,Cs}}/(\Delta \Phi/c^2) = (-0.8 \pm 1.4) \times 10^{-6}$. A nonzero $\beta$ coefficient would indicate a violation of the Einstein equivalence principle, which requires that the outcome of any local experiment (e.g., a frequency ratio measurement) is independent of the location at which the experiment was performed. Here we did not observe any violation of the equivalence principle.

Were this violation to occur, it might arise due to variation of the fine structure constant, $\alpha$; the ratio of the light quark mass to the quantum chromodynamics (QCD) scale, $X_q = m_q/A_{\text{QCD}}$; or the electron-to-proton mass ratio, $\mu = m_e/m_p$. To discriminate among each of these constants, we combine our results with two previous measurements—an analysis [65] of a prior optical-optical measurement [67] and a microwave-microwave measurement [66]. These results are chosen as they exhibit sensitivities to fundamental constants that are nearly orthogonal to each other and to our optical-microwave measurement. Table 2 displays the coupling to gravitational potential observed in each measurement, as well as the differential sensitivity parameter $\Delta K_{X,Y}^{K}$, defined by $\delta y(X - Y) = \sum \Delta K_{X,Y}^{K}(\delta e/e)$, where $X$ and $Y$ are the two atomic clocks being compared, and $e = \alpha, X_q, \text{or } \mu$. Values of $\Delta K_{X,Y}^{K}$ are from [62–64]. Rescaling the $\beta$ parameter to sensitivity yields a parameter quantifying coupling to gravity potential, $k_\mu = \beta_{X,Y}/\Delta K_{X,Y}^{K}$. We first use line (i) of Table 2 to constrain the coupling parameter of $\alpha$, $k_\alpha = (0.5 \pm 1.0) \times 10^{-7}$. Applying this coefficient to line (ii) and propagating the errors, we find $k_\mu = (-2.6 \pm 2.6) \times 10^{-6}$. Applying both of these coefficients to the present work in line (iii), we obtain a coupling coefficient to gravitational potential of $k_\mu = (0.7 \pm 1.4) \times 10^{-6}$. This value represents an almost fourfold improvement over the previous constraint, $k_\mu = (-2.5 \pm 5.4) \times 10^{-6}$ [68]. In Part D of Supplement 1, we extend our analysis to the full record of all Yb and Sr absolute frequency measurements to infer $k_\mu = (-1.9 \pm 9.4) \times 10^{-7}$ and $\frac{\delta}{\mu} = (5.3 \pm 6.5) \times 10^{-17/yr}$.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the most accurate spectroscopic measurement of any optical atomic transition, i.e., with the lowest uncertainty with respect to the SI realization of the second. We find that the frequency ratio derived from $^{171}$Yb and $^{87}$Sr absolute frequency measurements agrees with the optically measured ratio at a level that is primarily limited by the uncertainties of state-of-the-art fountain clocks. This level of agreement bolsters the case for redefinition in terms of an optical second. Further progress can be realized by the closing of loops consisting exclusively of optical clocks, since the improved precision of these measurements will allow misclosures that are orders of magnitude below the SI limit.
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